GeoCarta

®

GIS for All

Powerful and Easy to Use.
GeoCarta Streamlines the Exploration Process, Reduces
Costs and Integrates Information.
GeoCarta is a single-point data access software solution that lets project teams explore, analyze,
extract and map public and proprietary data with ease to make faster and more accurate decisions.
Using industry leading technologies, GeoCarta provides a modern, intuitive interface and access to
common oil and gas workflows. Users are effective in a short period of time, regardless of experience
or proficiency with GIS.

The GeoCarta Advantage
BENEFITS

Learn more

www.divestco.com/GeoCarta
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FEATURES

Easy to Use





Minimal learning curve
Intuitive navigation
Assets and workflows accessible to all levels of users

INCREASED PROFITABILITY





Eliminates the need for multiple applications
Reduced duplication of effort
Improves collaboration and saves time

UNIFIES DATA





Leverages public and proprietary information simultaneously
Single access to multiple datasets
Accurately delivers analysis-ready data
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GeoCarta

®

GIS for All

GeoCarta allows GIS and non-GIS users to collaborate in the decision-making
process by providing a shared open architecture behind two seamlessly
integrated GIS deployment options: Mapping and GIS.

The Power of GIS in a Simple
Mapping Platform
Providing industry standard mapping functions,
GeoCarta is built using premium components and
technologies, providing access to GIS through an
easy-to-use intuitive mapping interface. GeoCarta
features spatially aware tools for quick data selection,
quick import capabilities to analyze external data types
and direct access to all available GIS data types.

Ask for a Demo

The Power of Esri ArcGIS for
Professionals
Extending the power of ArcGIS Desktop across the exploration
process, GeoCarta GIS simplifies complex tasks and allows
GIS users to easily create and work with spatial data and
deliver highly-detailed maps. The GeoCarta GIS extension
features customizable and dynamic map annotations, singleclick access to rich relational data and functions to easily
search and analyze complex data systems.
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